
Folding Cheatsheet
Your companion when folding clothes to save space over 

the coming days. The cheatsheet works best together 
with the email newsletter from Organizing.TV

Step-By-Step I l lustrated Guide
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Overview

The file folds and the regular roll 
are easiest to do, while the Space- 

saving roll is a little more tricky.

File fold for bottoms
Roll for bottoms
File fold for tops
Space-saving rolls for tops

This cheatsheet contains folding 
illustrations for a few different 
folding techniques.

I recommend that you test them 
all out to see what you like the 
most.



Overview

Folds for bottoms will work for pants 
and other long-legged garments like 
stockings without modification. 
For shorter garments like underwear, 
shorts and skirts you should skip step 3 
during the file-fold.

Folds for tops will generally work for all 
tops. Obviously you can't fold in the 
arms if there aren't any but that is fine.

Try to avoid using the space-saving roll 
on delicate clothes and ones that 
stretch or crease easily.
You can modify both the regular roll 
and the space-saving roll by adding or 
removing a pocket (see step 2 on Rolling 
Clothes to Save Space) at the waist of 
bottoms, and at the bottom of tops.



File Folding Bottoms
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OptionalOptional
Step:Step:

Fold inFold in  
half fromhalf from  

side to sideside to side

Fold crotch in,Fold crotch in,
saves space butsaves space but  
creates a creasecreates a crease

Laying:Laying:

Standing:Standing:

Fold inFold in  
half fromhalf from  

top to bottomtop to bottom

Fold inFold in
  thirdsthirds  
top totop to  
bottombottom



Rolling Clothes the Simple Way
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It shouldIt should

look like thislook like this

Fold hood down Fold arms in

Fold sides in thirds Fold from the top down
 in thirds

File Folding Tops



Rolling Clothes to Save Space
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SLEEVES?
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Overview

I also offer two premium versions of this 
cheatsheet. They contain step-by-step 
illustrations like these for every type of 
clothing in addition to dedicated step-by- 
step videos for each of the folds as well.

The first one is called The Fast File-Folding 
Guide. You can check it out by tapping here.

The second one is called The Space-Saving 
Rolls Guide. And you can check this one out 
by tapping here.

If you are interested in getting organized I 
highly recommend them. 

I also offer a 14-Day Wardrobe Organizing 
Challenge that you can check out if you're 
up for the challenge.

https://organizing.tv/fast
https://organizing.tv/small
https://organizing.tv/start
https://organizing.tv/start

